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! . . : ' ~ulgdria is a country in transition from:a controlled economy to a free market eoonFy.  

5 1 6  situation b creating uniquc and for increased energy efnclency. 
eizing atst opportunities, its recovery from its cumnt economic 
sslon an& algnificantly decrease its fuutu of greenhouse gases (GHGs). This 
odal @ill phvide critical support for 

1 
gross consumption of primah energy was 976,628 terqioules in 1993. More 

energy was imported, creatlag a rtrong national lntcrcsl in increased ,energy 
uce this outflow in capital, a6 almost all petroleum, natural gas and half the 

a coat consumed are imporled. 'l'hc only sighificant domestic fossil fucl resourcc is coal. 
pfi arlly a 1bw:grade. high CO, lignite in the,Maritza region. Other Iwge energy sources are 
nuc ? ear pow&, which provides about 37% of Bulgaria's electric power, and hydro-power, 
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$i& pro, ides about 5%. For historical .reasons, a large portion of Bulgarian's energy 
n rabtructuk, including major portions of itb nuclear facilities, are aged and in need of major . , 

tshovation br teplacement. ! 

lnd~/stry is the primary end-user of energy, consuming 47% of the nation's energy in 
1993. Othe ehd uses are residential, 34 % ; transportation, 8 %; service, 7 %; and agriculture, 
4%. Indus / ry's share has declined in recent years--from 55% in 1990. Meanwhile the 
fe$idential sector's share has increased--from 23% in 1990. 

~acduse  of this aged energy infrastnlcture , the energy intensity of Bulgaria is more 
thtin twice s high as the average for the European Union: in 1991, Bulgarian energy intensity 
wak 646 mi 'i lion tonnes of oil equivalent per million ECU, compared with 311 MTOEfMECU 
fbr the Eur pean Union. In recent years, Bulgaria has taken actions to create an environment 
that encou A , gas energy efficiency, includihg measures to reduce and eliminate energy 
sbdsidies. To dddress this issue, Bulgaria has reached an agreement with the World Bank to 
inckease the; price of electricity in three steps .to reach 3.5 cents (U.S. $) by September 1996. 

first ste was taken in September 1995, the second step was taken in April 1996, and the 
qbit step wi p 1 bk taken in August, 1996. 

. In thk field of energy efficiency, MOB is coordinating its activities with the Committee 
on Bntrgy (~oE), the Ministry of industry, gnd the Ministry of Territorial Development and 
0ox)struction. The COE is the ministerial-level body responsible for Bulgaria's energy policies. 

was established at the COE. In 1993, the 
which embeds energy efficiency into the 
actions have established national energy 

applicable to new buildings. Under the COE, a network 
inspection offices has been established in each of Bulgaria's nine regions. 

energy efficieqcy and supply programs is now pending before 
the bational /Assembly. A comprehensive energy strategy, which emphasizes energy efficiency, 
w~s~submittekl by the Council of Ministers to the National Assembly and is under discussion. A 
nevcl sdb-conrjmission, specified for energy efficiency, was established within the organizational 
s t ~ ~ t u r e  of the National Assembly. 

# ,  

Bulg ia also has actively pursued i&xnational support to achieve its energy and 
ohmen i 1 goals. Bulgaria also has received important support from the PHARE, 

~OULE II, and SAVE program$, the U.S. AID programs, the Netherlands's 
~qv'ern prog{qm, JICA (from Japan), ADEMR (France), UN-ECE, UNDP, and other foreign 
a+ bnternatidnal programs. 

i :  I 
' I -% 

The ~ R / P C C C  was signed at the Rio Summit in 1992, and was ratified on 16 March 
1 9 ~ j  by the: Bulgarian National Assembly. The Ministry of the Environment (MOE) is 
redpbnfible fbr developing, coordinating and implementing Bulgaria's obligations under the 
UNIFCCC. The first National Communication, required by the UNIFCCC, has been officially 
intkoduced by the Bulgarian Government in February, 1996. The Demonstration Zone project 
is inkluded in4Patt 4 of the National Cornmunicetion as one of the important measures for GHG 
emissions redaction. The Bulgarian Governrneqt has embraced energy efficiency, not only for 
its ledonomic benefits, but also as a primary strategy for reducing its future GHG emissions and 
meeting its obligations under the United Nation's Framework Convention on Climate Change 
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In 1988, the country's base year under the UNIFCCC, fully 86% of its GHG 
from C02 emissions largely from energy sources. Bulgaria received support 

Studies Program, which is assisting Bulgaria in studies required by the 
U!V/FCCC, The studies of GHG emissions, pinerability and adaptation to climate change, and 
hl t i  ation /of GHG emissions are being used to develop the Action Plan required by the 
UN/ % CCCiand in the design of energy effici&ncy strategies contained in this proposal. 

these energy and environrhental goals will require a basic institutional and 
because of the under-valuing of energy resources in the past. To help 
proposal concentrates its efforts on one municipality, the City of 

Bhbrovo, making it a laboratory for energy eMciency measures and transferring the lessons 
learned thebe tapidly throughout the country: With a population of 77,000, Gabrovo is typical 
bf the mebiuin-sized cities found throughout Bulgaria. Gabrovo is both a city and the 
4d inistratlve center of a municipality, the term used for the surrounding area. Bulgaria is 
(lirded intb ~ $ 4  municipalities, which are 6 e  principal political authorities below the national 
gdvehunent. th is  city has been selected because of the demonstrated commitment of its leaders 
to.energy elficiency, because of its represen$tive nature, and because of the key roie--based on 
thkir adrninlsttative and financial authority--that municipalities can play as agents of change. 

, . 
$. prbgrdni Objectives 

Bulgaria's Demonstration iZone (DZ) proposal is to overcome barriers to 
efficiency and to the assopiated reductions in GHG emissions. The major 

I I 

ted experience in incorporating knergy efficiency considerations into private and 

in developing and iniplementing energy efficiency programs: 

the energy- and economic-savings that can be expected from 

! 

t .  An bndeveloped infrastructure, incljding the institutions and individuals needed to 
deliver the technical, managerial, and financial services required by an energy-efficient society. 

The;objecthe is to eliminate these barriers through focused, practical subprojects that 
show how !the barriers can be overcome. t h e  objective is national in scope, because the 
9abiers ard national. The national governmdnt and national enterprises, institutions and non- 

are partners in, the project. Because of financial and human 
demonstrations themselves are local in nature. However, the national 
to the rapid dissehination of the lessons learned throughout3 the 

. . 

. . : The! is organised into three elements: 1) National Capacity Building, 2) 
Subpbrting Demonstrations, and 3) Project Management. (See Figure 1) 

I The !capacity Building activities are ;he heart of the project. All other activities are 
deaigned to; strengthen them. The first Capaoity Building activity focuses on municipalities as 
thd critical olitical and socio-economic unit for bringing about change in Bulgaria, The role of I Gabrovo is to  serve as a test case for designing and realising a national program. The second 
activity addresses the pervasive need for training and education. The third activity - and in 
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h ind  ways'the most essential - examines t ie  financing challenge, including a review of the 
iedodrces available and what Bulgaria and municipalities must do to attract these resources. 

The Sypporting Demonstrations are designed to support these National Capacity 
$&ding activities by providing real, hands-on experience so that energy-saving, cost-saving, 
an& GHG-redpcing projects are not just theoretical ideas, but are shown to be achlally 
rlchievable.  he demonstrations are designed 40 be implemented, and evaluated in a very public 
mdnder, giving high visibility to the results Bchieved. The demonstrations will be "win-win" 
qxemples that show the benefits of the capacity Building changes. 

The Project Management activity also is designed to achieve this national Capacity 
Building goal. At the outset, the ~anagerhent plan provides for input from experienced, 
ihtjmiational energy efficiency managers. d e  plan also gives a high priority to training in- 
ooontry energy managers who can take over the direction of this project and, in the future, lead 
a growing number of energy efficiency projeots that are inspired by this pioneering effort. 

I 

NA TIONAL CAPACI~Y BUILDINQ ACTIVITIES 

Subproject 1. USING MUNIClPALITlES TO DISSEMINATE 
ENERGY EFFICIENCY 

(Total cost US$ 1,230,000; rduested GEF funding US$413,000) 
bdjettives ; I 

I 

0 .  To devtlop and implement a municipal network to disseminate information on energy 
dfflcitncy a{ the municipal level; I 

*. To create an Energy and Environment 'office (EEO) within Municipal Administration to 
deGelop and idplement programs for energy dfficiency and environmental protection; 

0 .  To coordinate the activities at the EEOS with national, regional, and network activities; 
* 3 

*. To tiansfer the experiences gained froin the energy efficiency demonstration proj- in 
~a'brovo to municipalities throughout Bulgaria. 

A municipal energy network will be built with the purpose to disseminate infomation 
dn'energy efficiency at the municipal level. The network will serve as the focal point for 

nttworking throughout ~ulgaria, through newsletters, email and 
The 10 municipalities with which US AID is currently working 

be the first members of the Network. The Network will be expanded to 
by the end of the fifth year. Although project activities will be 

fgused in Clabrovo, the Network will serve 8s the vehicle for disseminating project results to 
ather rnuni~i~a'lities to stimulate similar activities there. 

The focal point of the Network will be the Demonstration Zone Suppon Office (DZSO) 
which will be established and located administratively within EnEffect in Sofia. The DZ 
SU port Office will transmit the experience o tained in Gabrovo to the national government. It 
wi P 1 coordihate the Network activities with ? he nine new regional energy centres, under the 
dirkction of the COE, and with the PHARE program that is supporting the development of 
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in two of the new regional centres: Lovech (which includes Gabrovo) and 

The  emon on strati on Zone Support Office will support the creation of Energy and 
~n$ironmenL Office (EEO) within the Municipal Administration initially in Gabrovo and then 

I in fhe other !municipalities of the Network. The EEOs will be mechanisms for developing and 
implementing model energy efficiency activifies and will take the lead in municipal capacity 
building and dissemination activities; training and education activities (See Subproject 2). and 
flndncing abtivities (See Subproject 3). ~ h b ,  EEOs will identify energy- and cost-saving 
opdortunitie/ in municipal operations. These activities will fill a gap in the existing national 
i ~ t i ~ t i o n a l  lnehork on energy efficiency and the environment. 

: The hibrovo EEO, working with thi Support Office and other municipalities, will 
policy and model energy legislation for a Bulgarian municipality. The 

~ n d  legislation will review the existing policy and legislation at both the 
level that affect the kalisation of energy efficient and environmental 

will include an examidation of the policies and legislation affecting 
Based upon: this review, a draft proposal for model policies 
The draft will include a description of the anticipated costs 

The draft will be circulated for comment to other 
and to those leading similar efforts in other 

to prepare a revised document that will be used to 

for institution building at the local ind regional level, achieving 
the development of,  CO, emission abatement programs. The local 
has already e rnb rad  energy efficiency as a strategic target and has 

on energy efficiency and the environment in the municipal administration. 
for Bulgaria will be prbrnoted and disseminated in other municipalities. 

0. : ~ a ~ i  iq municipal policies and legislation in the areas of energy efficiency and the 
~ i f ig i t i on  01 dHG emissions. 

capacity'and institutional background in managing local and regional energy 
environmental programs. 

0 .  ~nsu~f ic ien t l~  developed network for coordination of energy efficiency and 
environmental experiences among municipalities. 

first year, a Support Office will be created in Sofia and an EEO in Gabrovo. 
they will develop the techjlical and institutional capability to design, obtain 

administer, and evaluate municipal programs. 
. . 

a. . The /expansion of EEOs to 10 municipalities by the end of the third year and to 20 
additional i(ludicipalities by the end of the :fifth year. The creation of a municipal energy 
neqwork to disseminate information from the' lessons learned in Gabrovo and to establish the 
prerequisiteb for initiating activities in new EEOs. 

a. The 1 development of better technicai and institutional capability within Bulgarian 
minicipaliti'es, supported by guidelines and training material, model statutes, and training 

I 
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of a workable network will tie together activities at the national, regional, 
- .  

Subproject 1. TRAINING AND EDUCATION 
! 
i (Total cost: US$657,00'0; requested GEF funding US$327,000) 

the training needs at the niunicipal level, including the needs of municipal 
architects and engineers, and industry and institutional energy managers. 

0 .  To dbveloping training materials to mekt these education and training needs. 

programs using these materials, evaluate the results, and revise the 

and implement a program 'for advanced training to suppon development of 
services and financing qpabilities. 

! 

Office will assess he training needs at the municipal level through 
the EEOs and through a revidw of local training activities in other Central and 

/-- countries. A mi& program that addresses these needs will be 
training programs dill be developed on how to conduct energy audits 
energy retrofit medsures, how to evaluate the energy savings and 

from retrofit brojects, and in other planning, management, and 
contracting Mechanism, stimulated under subproject 
ESCOs and general training for customers, financial 
and municipalities to increase their understanding of 

ind evaluated in Gabrovo, the training programs 
will be extepded to other municipalities. (related to subprojects 5, 6). 

Support Office also will develop a program to promote increased public 
efficiency and environmtntal subjects at the municipal level, including the 

Office will inventory national 
materials to the Gabrovo and 

in cooperation with national and municipal 
will include information on energy-sqing 

awards and labels for "green" and energy 
in Bulgaria, information on national and 

in these fields. A newsletter will be 
network of municipal 

I 

a .  .  act of trained personnel to design, cbnduct, implement, and evaluate energy efficiency 
and enviroqmenta~ programs. 

I 

0 .  ~ a c k  of information and educatioh about energy efficiency and enviromcntal 
! 
! Energy wfikency h a t e g y  to Mitigale Greenhouse Gas Emlssfons ' 6 
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/- flro$dms, tveii benefits, and how they can be'achieved. 

experts to perform energy audits on residential, public/commercial and 
and other energy-saving arid environmental activities. 

of training programs and manuals on: energy management techniques, 
cost measures in residential, public/cornrnercial and industrial sectors; 

new energy efficient rdsidential and service buildings; and case studies 
in Gabrovo, other bulgarian municipalities, and from international 
demonstration subJbojects). 

in public awareness, interest, and support for energy efficiency and 
through exhibitions, conferences, seminars, and workshops. 

f . 

i (project cost US$423.000; reqiested GEF funding US$255,000) 

bdjeitivu 1 . 

business infrastmcture and Narket conditions for environmental and energy 
1 .  

Dev lo and examine in the demonstration subprojects cost recovery mechanisms for +-- Q r b  ei. % ie S cy measures; 
1 

*. i Ass' t businesses interested in joint vkntures between Bulgarian and foreign companies 
iniae fie1 of energy efficiency and G H ~  emission reduction, including energy saving 
Sobianies (E$cos), energy performance fontracting (EPC), and Activities Implemented 
!o(ntly (A1 1 '  and Climate Technology Initiative (CTI) agreements. 

will focus on municipal and budgetary benefits and financial opportunities 
Evaluation of costs ahd savings, including revenue impacts and tariff 
and examining cost recovery mechanisms for the demonstration energy 

be done. Financing problems, identified in the demonstration projects, 
decisions proposed. Financial mechanisms will be developed 

to provide for financial sustainability of energy efficiency projects. 
be looked for in: 

. , 

of a national energy tax to capitalise the National Energy Efficihcy 

! 
6 .  ~ed lnmen t  of the subsidies to amortide the loanlinvestrnent; 

I .  . Infl ence the mechanism for subsidising energy prices and introducing demand side 
in+edtive p ~ o g ~ m s ;  , 

e. ~ t r + ~ t h e n  municipal fiscal autonomy to tax and/or issue debt; 
P - 

6. A nbtional loan backed by the EBRD; 
e.  ~ri$rtize the entityloperation and direct bill; 

I 
! 
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National Energy Efficiency Fund from other sources, for example the World 
i 
! 

tive energy performance contricting (EPC) mechanisms will be stimulated in 
the demonstration subprojects ,and used to demonstrate the mechanisms and 

of performance contracting. Model contracts will be developed to serve as the 
demonstration projects that use independently financed performance 

I 

opportunities in the field of energy efficiency is very limited 
level. The business, industry, and financial sectors are not 

the potential of the field. The nimber of joint ventures with western countries is 
oyercome this barrier, this prdject will actively promote awareness of these 

assist Bulgarian enterprises develop Westem-style business plans, work 
and other municipalities.to .create attractive business environments, 
clearinghouse functions. 

. I 

Office will prepare a guidebook for municipalities seeking to encourage 
saving products and services. The guidebook will describe the role of 

EPC, AIJ and CTI programs, and other financial mechanisms. A 
will be pilot tested in Gabrovo, revised, and presented to 

will be created to bring potential borrowers and lenders 
F cuqent information on the lending requirements and 

Enterprises seeking funds for energy efficiency 
and advice on different financing options 

I how to meet their requirements. The demonstrations will be used as cast studies for this 

on the infonnation from the above activities, the Support Office will work 
and other municipalities to prepare a draft report, "Model Policies. and 

Seeking Energy Efficiency Investments". (The repofl will be a 
under Subproject I ,  which addresses issues other than 

regulations and practices that affect the business 
such as taxation and fees, budget regulations, 

conditions that are important to potential 
for creating legal conditions for using new 

energy efficiency funds, and municipal 
.a 

i , . 

. ~ u e ' t o  the state monopoly in the past on the production, transfer and distribution of 
energy, thele is very limited experience with the application of market mechanisms to achieve 
enbrgy effiqiency and environmental objectives. 

- to the underpricing of energy in the past, there is little understanding of the 
ir)creascd energy efficiency, including a shortage of information about new energy 
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knowledge and experience, regarding financing mechanisms is lacking, 

foreign resources, such as joint ventures, ESCOs, and international financial 
a lack of experience in developing bankable projects for energy efficiency. 

t 0, Ther is little understanding of the municipal environment required to attract 
invtstments, including legislative and regulatbry measures, taxation and fee structures, utility 
inftastructu6 requirements, and labor and soclal expectations. 

. profion of a financing alternative prickages designed to meet the requirements of the 
bu iness an industry community at the municipal level, including financing options, such as 
AI and C I, which are designed to reduce 'GHG emissions. Training programs using these 
mder~als .  1 
0 .  , A C 
and ixiternal 

I 
earinghouse that proactively brings together municipal entrepreneurs with national 
ional funding sources. 

riger local market for energy ;efficient services and products created by new 
and a more inviting legislative and regulatory environment; . . , , 

mendations for creating legal background for stimulating energy efficiency 

have been designed to provide experience in achieving 
emissions. The criteria'used to select and design the 

for energy savings and/or GHG reductions; 2) 
3) Cost-effectiveness when replicated widely; 4) 

on proven technologies; 5) The achieving of additional social 
~ n - ~ o i n d  projects of other programs--PHARE, US AID, 

I 

I ' (total cost: US$ 1,233,000; proposed GEF funding US$ 246,000) 

~(tjektives 1 3 

the potential for energy conservation in traditional street lighting systems in 

energy consumption for street lighting in Gabrovo. 

the use of energy efficient and environmentally friendly street lights. 

0 .  To emonstrate the use of time clock; to optimize energy use. 
* .  . To isseminate the results to other municipaIities. 

~ & s & i ~ t i o  1 I 
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in Gabrovo, as in other Bulgarian cities, is inefficient. The 
mercury vapor bulbs ranging in output from 125 to 400 
for the city is 3,035 Kw. No automatic daytnight controls 

system. A Considerable potential exists for both demand and 
the replacement with high efficiency sodium lamps, time clocks 

control system, and the redesigning of the street lighting system to eliminate 
areas. In the relighting project, the City of Gabrovo will be divided into 
different relighting approaches and lighting products. The project will be 

Western and Bulgarian lamp and fixture manufacturers and suppliers to 
their products and approaches in different zones. The project will 
use of top-level technology and quality control applications. The 
other cities, which will be encouraged to consider street lighting 

313 gigawatt hours of electricity in Bulgaria in 1994, 

. . 

street lighting subproject is ahactive because the savings are very predictable, 
viewed as a low risk, andthc new lights are a highly visible statement to 

commitment to ending the waste of energy and financial resources. The 
in cities throughout Bulgaria. Because of the direct participation of 

be closely co~rdinated with subproject 3, which will be used to 
financing the new city stnet lights. 

! ; I 0, The nibal cost of energy efficient lamps, fixtures, and time clocks are high, compared 
4i+ dumnt reblacement practices. 

I I :  

m. The linformation on the different lighting products available and their potential for 
reducing elgcvicity costs is limited and not widely available. 

1 '  *, : Beca, sa of low electricity costs in the past, there has little historic demand for energy 
$f!ci)dent lighting components in the country. 

0 .  ~eddction of electricity consumption hnd an associated reduction in GHG emissiois. 

m. ' Doc mcntation of the monetary savings from street lighting, which will increase the 
d e ~ a n d  for !- nergy efficient lamps for both ~ d l ~ a r i a n  and foreign manufacturers. 

*. A c e study that can be used to promote similar projects in other cities. + 
1 

; 

subproject s. ENERGY EFFICIENCY RENOVATION ' OF DISTRICT HEATING AND HEATING END USE 
I 
I (total cost US$2,535,000, requested GEF funding USJ295.000) 

/.-. Objectives I 
the energy losses in the htat generation system, transmission facilities and 

an associated reduction in GHG emissions. 

Energy ~fic&ncy Strategy to Mirigafc Greerthoure Gas Emlrsions 10 
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the comfort and living conditions of end users. 
! 

: To ledelop a useable billing and metering system to enable the heating companies to 
:charge fpr beat according a formula based on the actual consumption of the user. 

rain in-country experts on iiplementing progressive methods of planning, 
and renovation of existing district heating systems and heating end uses. 

• Todjsseminate the lessons learned in Gabrovo to other district heating systems. 

of six coallfuel oil fired boilers and 
heat to the Gabrovo district heating 
electrical grid. Due to old equipment 

heating system is low, a condition 
systems in Bulgaria and other 

audit of the district heating 
grid, and a representative sample of end user customers to quantify'the 

stages of the system and identify the optimal mix of technical and 
its overall efficiency and achieve the associated reduction in 

study will define the existing potential for 
steps in the renovation process. 

past, consumers were billed for heat on the basis of the cubic meters of area 
,--- is hot only provides an inaccurate surrogate measure of consumption, but it also 

either for the heat distribution company or the consumers to conserve 
efficiency were discouraged. Over the recent past, district heating 
consumers to idtall meters, and some consumers have done so. 

meter reading and billing is not always observed as there is no 
In Gabrovo, some buildings have meters, but their efforts at 

rewarded. District heating companies are still heavily 
privatization will be a consumption-based metering system. 

a detailed study of consumption-based metering and a 
developed and applied. 

hahest priority measures will: be implemented and their energy- and GHG 
carefully monitored. Based upon this study and the results of the initial phase 

a comprehensive renovdtion plan will be prepared that identifies the 
be taken based on cost~effectiveness alone and the incremental measures 

GHG emission reductions and their associated costs and benefits. 
will be to build the management and planning capacity\ to 
economic snd incremental GHG emission-reduction criteria. 
will be disseminated in other municipalities where similar 
and to local industrial heating stations. 

prices do not motivate end users to save energy. As Bulgaria is being 
d .- - world prices for energy imports, the heat tariffs are being raised. I-Towever, the 

between consumers bills and actual consumption provides little incentive to 

Energy Eflclency Strategy to Mitigate Greenhouse Gos Emissions 11 
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has been limited use of fieat metering and there has been no virtually no 

metering throughout the district-heating systems. This reduces 
on the part of both consumers and heat producers. 

the thermal losses in different stages of the heat-delivery 
se of a lack of metering, make it impossible to prioritize investments or to 

and the incremental cost of investing in additional 

, . 
of experience in the managing and operating district heating systems under 

led to a lack of familiarity with modern technologies and a lack of 
for energy efficiency improvements. 

sibilitylpre-investment study on: the overall renovation of the Gabrovo district 
that identifies cost-based improvements and the incremental actions that could 

reductions in GHG emissiohs. 

The emonstration of the highest priority energy-saving measures to provide realistic 
exdedence n the renovation of the existing district heating system in Gabrovo to add 
crabibility t the estimates in the study. i 

i The nuoduction of a system of metering and billing based upon actual consumption so 
th& c ' n d ~ s e  s pay for the heat utilized thereby creating to use thermal energy efficiently. 

. . i 
of trained experts capable of providing efficient planning, management and 
heating systems, including the conduct of model preventative maintenance 

: The 
eniission re 

production of guides and tutorials for achieving energy efficiency and GHG 
iuctions, including: (a) manual for energy and environmental planning and (b) 
efficiency operation and the in-country dissemination of the lessons learned in 

6. RETROFIT OF EXISTING BUILDINGS 
I 
I 

TO REDUCE ENERGY USE 
(total cost US .1,7 19,060; requested GEF funding US$261,000) 

8 

e. To drovide training of key governmental and municipal experts to develop programafor 
th4 rttrofittkg of existing buildings (in connection with subproject 2) .' 
. To ain experts able to perform energy audits of the existing buildings and to evaluate 
th$ energy aving potential of measures and technologies (in connection with subproject 2). f 

and implement a series of technical and managerial measures to reduce the 
in typical groups of existing residential and service buildings to 
and environmental benefits of such projects. 

and demonstrate the potential to use renewable energy sources in retrofitting 
in Bulgaria. 

Energy Eflclmcy Strategy to Mitigrrtc Greenhouse Gas Emisdons 12 
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isskrninate the knowledge and experience accumulated in Gabrovo to other 
s, use the demonstrations as a ba'ckground for a national program for retrofitting 
and stimulate the demand for energy efficiency products. 

Exist ng buildings in Gabrovo and throughout Bulgaria fail to meet the thermal I performance. required by current energy costs and environmental standards. Large energy 
I losdes occur thfough building envelopes due to air leakage and insufficient insulation. As a 

mla, heatin$ systems are not metered, makink it impossible to use heating bills to encourage 
savings or ito quantify the benefits of retrofit measures. Under these conditions, the 
mahagementl and control of buildings are neglected. The resulting physical degradation of 
buddings in reases their energy waste and unnecessary GHG emissions. 4 

be coordinated with Subproject 2, which will train building energy 
Using these experts, energy audits and retrofit projects will be 

four typical building types: (a) hospitals (the regional hospital in 
schools (a secondary school in Gabrovo), (c) residences (a multi-story apartment 
(d) industrial buildings. The hospital retrofit project will be coordinated with the 

retrofit project to develop an audit and retrofit approach applicable to 
secondary school will be selected, which is representative 
the country, so that the audit and retrofit approach can be 

An industrial building will be selected that has electric 
r . energy uses that are similar to those found in industrial 

ssessments will identify the measures to increase the heating and other end-use 
of the buildings, based Dn both a local cost-recovery criteria and an 
benefit criteria that ~ o u 1 d ' ~ r o d u c e  additional GHG emission reductions and 

energy measures. The demonstration project will implement some or all 
carefully monitoring the resulting costs and benefits of both the 

improvements. 

The emonstrations are an important method of educating people and influencing public 
will be placed on chafiging the behaviour of owners and occupants of the 

in the hospital retrofit demonstration, a computerized energy 
system will be installed for optimal control of energy use. In the school automatic 

will be introduced that are tuned to the teaching schedule. A system of 
and entertaining school $ids will be developed to encourage teachers and 

For the inhabitants of the residential buildings, guidelines for noqost 
to save energy will be elaborated and disseminated to other 

can be duplicated rapidly throughout Bulgaria, the 
3 on financing. Through this coordination, 

ovative financing alternatives will be considered, including the creation of an 
Fund financed by dedicated local taxes or an international financia1 

P approach with paybacks tied to energy savings; the use of energy 
by local and foreign companies providing 

Energy Efflclency SIrategy to Mitigate Greenhouse Gas Emissions 13 
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energy use due to insufficient metering and the difficulty in 
savings of retrofit measures. 

ast subsidies for energy prices, Ghich failed to motivate end users to save energy 
faced in eliminating subsidies--although progress is being made-during a 

a e ,  The ack of experience in the management and maintenance of buildings to eliminate 
energy was , including the lack of information on measures to reduce energy use and a lack of 
imrmation bn financing energy efficiency improvements. 

i e. , A se ies of model examples of retrofitted typical existing residential and non-residential 
buildipgs, i fluding measured information on the costs and benefits of both baseline and 
incfemental ebsures. 

.. : , A d4rnc)nstration of the benefit of a bystem of incentives to save energy targeted to 
different bupding managers and occupants, including housing. 

guides and tutorials for energy efficiency and environmental management for 
and the in-country dissemination of this information to other 

,-- - .  Bulgaria. 

I PROJECT MANAGEMENT 
( (total cost USb653,OOO; requested GEF funding US$653,000) 

! ,  

: . The CPM will draw up Terms of ~eference  for the staff and supporting contracts that 
covet the o era11 work plan. The management philosophy will be to keep the management team 
sdalf throu k h the maximum use of contracts that tap the capabilities of existing programs so 

is seen as enhancing existing efforts and not duplicating current activities. 
awarded competitively on the basis of merit. Management consultants, 

in managing large energy projects with an emphasis on quantifiable 
,-.- to draw up detailed work programs for each project. A National 

will be responsible for coordinating all National Capacity 
Coordinator will be responsible for coordinating the 

analyst will be responsible for providing 
Energy ~ f l c i c n c ~  Strategy lo Mitigate Greenhouse Gas Emissions ' 14 

The 
trainihg of 

successful implementation will require the strengthening of EnEfTect with the 
existing staff and recruiting of additional staff, as needed, to ensure a small, 

dqicsted an8gement team. A Chief Project Manager (CPM) will have overall responsibility 
for' the ma 3, gement of the program, including the DZ Support Office located administratively 
withip ~nEffect ,  the demonstration and dissemination'activities. The CPM will provide overall 
Icadehhip nd oversight of the project to ensure budget, schedule, and goals accomplished. He 
is ,the lea for the policy activity to translate the lessons learned to national policy 
r e d o b e n d  tions. The CPM will be supported by a Business Manager and a secretary. A 
fofeiqn con ultant will provide assistance to the project manager during the first 2 years of the 
pdject.  i \ 
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analysis and business planning support to all elements of the project and 

project, the work program will be expected to achieve explicit targets for the 
f project. The contracts with international consultants will provide for the training 

in order to build a self-sustaining capacity to run the Program. 

will focus hislher efforts on obtaining concrete, replicable results. The 
and contractors will be hired on performance-based agreements in order to 

5. lnstitutt nal Framework and Project Implementation 9 .  
and DZ Support Office staff will be located within the Bulgarian Foundation 

(EnEffect), which will be the executing agency for the program, under 
of Environment and the Sofia office of the United Nations 

Partners will meet in a Financing Sub-Group when they will 
by the CPM and will make overall project management 

tional Steering Group will be established to oversee the whole project and will 
from institutions such as the Ministry of Environment, Ministry of 

Committee on Energy, NEK, Bulgarian Academy of Sciences, 
of Energy ,Engineers - Bulgarian chapter, Federation of the 

etc. Local representatives of UNDP, European Union, US 
potential members of the National Steering Group too. 

The abrovo municipality will have a local Steering Group to ensure local management 
and involve ent. This is expected to be made up of representatives from the municipality, 
looal indust trade unions. To help guide the demonstrations and disseminate the results, each 
of rhd demo stration projects will have an advisory committee made up of technical experts and 

I teohology !, 1 radsfer specialists. s 

6. Consult tive and Participatory Processes It 
EnEffect initiated a discussion with the Bulgarian Government \and 

their interest in the DZ program. After receiving a positive response. 
municipalities, which had shown an interest in the program, and 
of the demonstrated commitment of its municipal leaders. EnEffect 

for selecting Gabrovo as an energy efficiency demonstration zone 
in Rome of the EE-2000 Program of the UN ECE. After receiving additional 

and resubmitted a revised proposal to the UN ECE Secretariat. 

In 994, funds were granted by the GEF as a project preparation facility for the i preparation: of energy efficiency strategies in Central and Eastern European Countries. 
Additional breparatory work for the demonstration zone was undertaken by EnEffect together 
with the I'@hicipality of Gabrovo, including consultations with governmental and non- 

Energy ~ / / r c i e n c ~  SIratcgy to Mitigate Greenhouse Gas Erntulons ' 15 
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of a revised, final project proposal was initiated in June 1995 with GEF 
ECE. Preliminary consultations with potential project participants and 

out by EnEffect. Letters of support from these contacts were 
process, valuable technical assistance and technical reviews 

and intemational institutions. The Bulgarian Ministry of 
snd the Committee for Energy assisted EnEffect in 

Major contributions were provided by 
the UN ECE Energy Efficiency 2000, 

(USA), the U.S. Department of 
(The Netherlands). The instructions on project preparation and 

for evaluation of incremental costs, provided by GEF technical experts, served 
during the preparatory process. 

A na ional meeting was organised by the Ministry of Environment, the UNDP country 
oface, and he Bulgarian Foundation for Energy Efficiency EnEffect on January 19, 1996 in 
Sofia. Parti 1 ipants from Bulgarian governmental and non-governmental institutions, and from 
intt$dtiona organisations, foreign missions and companies discussed the project and agreed i updn B merqorandum of its support.(See attached Memorandum ). 

ors' meeting was held on the 19th of March, 1996. The meeting was organised by 
of Environment and the Bulgarian Foundation for Energy Efficiency EnEffect. 

F 
attended by responsible officials of embassies and intemational organisations 

in Bulgaria. The goal of the meeting was to provoke donors' interest in 
and show the possibilities for co-operation.(see attached minutes from 

g and Evaluation 

evaluation will be performed by expert teams, based on the guidance from the 
and according to the UNDP rules and the requirements of GEF and other 
A M&E task will be an integral part of each project. M&E will be carried 

the intent and purpose of providing constructive feedback to improve 
efforts. Overall reviews of the entire program will be made after 
the end of the project. A budget line of US$ 50,000 is included to 

\ 

is expected to be sustainable beyond the initial phase of the GEF support 
r--- it will be providing a commercial service for which, once successfully 

will be a continuing demand. The industries and expertise created with 
be able to market their services to potential clients both within and outside 

I 
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thsi , iditially . i d y  emonstration zones. 
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world market levels. With more that 
continuing. These high prices are 
organizations to implement energy 

investment programs. The project aims to significantly 
to undertake sustainable energy efficiency 
in GHG emissions. 

intended to work for financial sustainability itself by focusing on overcoming the 
by different types of activities and introducing working financial mechanisms. 

k 
~ i h d i n ~  ~abnbrs  Activities 

erdl and multilateral donor activities in energy efficiency measures started in 
early 90s. In 1992 the U.S. Government supported the establishment of the 

for Energy Efficiency EnEffect and contracted its activities through US 
years. Demonstration projects were applied for the cities of Plovdiv, 

In 1996 US AID starts a new energy efficiency project for 
Efficiency Idtiative. It is planned to be realised in close 

project for Gabrovo as parallel financing. This project will focus on 
of private companies in the delivery of energy efficiency services at the 

providing training, demonstration projects and equipment. This work 

F-- 
USAID-sponsored work at the municipal level, and supports Bulgaria's 

In 992 Directorate General XVII (Research) of the Commission of the European 
Unioh esta li$hed an Energy Centre in Bulgaria whose activities are directed mainly at 
indreasing t e efficiency of the supply side. This Centre will support the GEF project by some t in-kind acti ities. The PHARE 93 Programme for Conventional Energy established an Energy 
Project ~mdlementation Unit within the Committee of Energy. The Programme has 3 major 
copponent : a project for evaluation of the Bulgarian renewable energy sources, a project on 
regional en rgy concepts, and a project on demonstration of energy efficiency in buildings. 
Alrhough i different phases of advance, the GEF proposal was coordinated as much as 
po'~sible w th the PHARE programme, and mainly with the Regional Energy Concept1 
Rdgibnal E ergy Centre for Pilot Region I - tovetch, and the Demonstration project for energy 
efticlency i buildings. Further co-operation of activities is agreed upon. t 

Bank for Reconstruction and Development (EBRD) is in a process of 
mechanism for financing energy efficiency projects in Bulgaria. It is 

credit line, posslbly with an ESCO, will be established. 
have been informed about the Demonstration Zone proposal who 
as acceptable for future possible financing by the bank. 

International Cooperation (JICA), in cooperation with the 
is working 'for increasing the energy efficiency in industrial 

mainly industrial technologies. JICA has equipped an Energy 
Ministry of Industry which made a number of audits over the last 

the GET; project. The embassy of Japan expressed readiness to 
program through UNDP and in due time will determine the 

financing of the Demonstration Zone proposal. 

Energy Eficimcy Strafegy to Mitigate Greenhouse Gas Emissions ' 17 
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The National Environmental Fund was established in 1992. The assets of the Fund may 
r .state assignments related to environmental protection, participation in joint 

actions in the municipalities, lump sum allocations to individual municipalities 
of environmental activities, maintaining and upgrading of the system of 

on environmental protection, etc. The Regulations on Collection, 
of the Assets of Environmental Funds define the procedures for 

can be achieved as a grant , as a loan, as low interest loans et. 
of the Environment as manager of the Fund states that the 

allocation of funding from the Fund. 

k 

COE is the state body responsible for the energy sector, including energy 
elaborated a draft of an Energy Efficiency Act which is in process 
Assembly. Its principal objective is to create a legal framework for 

policy. Some provisions under this law will be beneficial to this 

for the establishment of a National Energy Efficiency Fund were adopted. 
provided into the fund until now. It is expected that the fund will start 

Efficiency Act is adopted. The principles applied to the fund's 
During the 5 years of the project, the fund will start working 

program is fully consistent with the guidance of the GEF Operational Programme 
#?: ~ e m 0 J . n ~  Im lementation Barriers to Energy Conservation and Energy Efficiency) and the i '  sqbsbquent Operational Programme being formulated by the GEF secretariat. Projects 1-3 a n  
pdn[cularlj nlevant on Energy Conservation and Energy Efficiency. Projects 4-6 are 
plrtfcularl$ relevant to Technology Transfer. 

GEF contribution requested is $US 2,575,000.  he funds are primarily devoted to 
of the Governmental effort in favour of energy efficiency with particular 

building to overcome technical, economic, and managerial barriers and to 
activities. The program will create greater energy efficiency and facilitate 
of GHG emissions. The program is a national priority within the context 

Environmental Strategy. The institutional and technological assistance provided 
will be an important step toward creating an attractive climate for future 

Bulgarian economy. The program itself will lead to investment in energy 
by other institutions. However, at this time, the GEF funds are needed to 

and to pay the foreign exchange costs in the technical assistance and 
of the project. The GEF funds are largely devoted to staffing and 
for technical assistance and demonstration components of the project. 

A imilar investment for global benefits cannot be justified in the current economic 
context b 1 the Government of Bulgaria. Through the GEF funding, combined with the 
aovernmehtal and donor involvement, Bulgaria will benefit from lower energy intensity, and 

nvironmental conditions--including a substantial contribution to the implementation 
Energy Efficiency Strategy ro Mitigate Greenhouse Gas Emissions 18 
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proposed program also meets the following development criteria, in addition 

global environmental protection area. The program: 

, Con ributes to human welfare through'sustainable development; I 
*. Is ir(novative and internationally nplicable; 

nancially sustainable after initial OEF support with the involvement of local 
titutions and other donors; 

*. ~ i v i s  new dynamic and environmental dimension to on-going Bulgarian activities; 

b *. Dev lops institutional capability and trains personnel; 
\ 

0 .  Inv lvis local participation and collaboration; 
. 4 

. , Has 

*. Fits 

m. Incl des studies that will lead to a better understanding of energy use patterns in 
~ d l ~ b r i a ;  

0 .  Wil have quantifiable results within the project timetable. I 
a firm scientific and technical basis; 

within the context of existing national', regional, and municipal programs; 

F- In the absence of GEF support, the Bulgarian Ministry of Environment's programme 
wpuld con nue much as they have in the past three years. The Ministry would not support the 
kipd of ca achy building activities outlined in this proposal in the absence of GEF funding. 
The wides 1 read dissemination of practical energy efficiency to Bulgarian energy users would 
occur at a uch slower rate without these activities. + 

ever, the Government would continue to strive to meet its obligations under the 
energy prices would apply pressure for increased energy efficiency, although 
be spotty and inconsistent, particularly at the municipality level, without the 

embodied in this proposal. The participation in energy efficiency 
level, which is critical t'o "grassroots" reform, would not be 

acting alone. Dissemination of energy-saving and 
throughout the country would occur, but only very 

slowly. 

~urkher details concerning incremental costs issues associated with the each subproject 
ate shown in Annex 1 (the Incremental cost annex). From this, it is clear that there are two 
categories f Incremental costs to be supported by the proposal: b 

to remove the transaction barriers (components 1 to 6); 

baseline costs specific to the purpose of the project management locally executed 

I 
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11;  issue^, bctlons and Risks 

The proposal has been conformed with the specific conditions in Bulgaria and answers 
the acute n eds of the country in the period of transition to a market economy. The projects 
included in the program are oriented to overcoming the existing barriers to energy efficiency 
and energy onservation. The most important barriers have been identified in the description of 
each subpr ject. Besides there are potential risks of general character whose preliminary 
knowledge is a necessary condition for the successful program implementation. The most 
essential po 1 ential risk is the continuing economic stagnation in the country which is especially 

k hard in in ustry. This is the main reason to focus the efforts in the communal sector of a 
municipali mainly. The ongoing state subsidies for the energy sector are one of the most 
essential ba riers. If the barriers are not attacked in the right way they may cause difficulties in 
the progra implementation. The objectives described in the proposal and the actions and 
measbre fo 1 eseen in the projects take into consideration the current situation in the country and 
t v  to avoid to a great extent the most crucial risks in the country. 

I 

12. eoj s 4 :  N~ancing and Budget 

cost of the project is US$ 8,575,000 (Tables 1, 2 and 3). The 
local governments of Bulgaria is estimated at US$ 2,478,000. 

00 of them can be allocated as direct support for the demonstration projects by the 
vironmental Fund after passing the legal procedures posed by its regulations. US$ 
1 be put into the District Heating demo-projects by the host company which is state 

contribution is directed mainly into the demonstrations (US$ 647,000 for 
street lighting, US$ 1,033,000 for district heating systems and US$ 616,000 

mmitment of US$ 850,000 from US AID and part of the network equipment is 
parallel financing of some of the activities included in the project. Distribution of 
among the different components can be revised after finalizing US AID plans. 

~ e ~ t e s t e d  GEF funding is directed mainly to the capacity'building activities.' Some 
technical a sistance under GEF funding for the engineering studies within the supporting 
demonstrat ons is envisaged. A small stimulating financial support in the initial stage of the 
demonstrat ons will provide for the successful start of the project. r 
13. Respo 1 se'to Technical Review 

Wit in the project management activities the preliminary agreements for financing will P be finally settled and new funding sources and mechanisms can be found. GEF support for the 

most serious point raised by the technical reviewer deals with the importance of 
meters and developing a scientific formula for heat tariffs. In his experience, 
a critical barrier to the implementation of greater efficiency in district heating 

former centrally-planned economies. With serious attention paid to the 
he did not feel that such systems could be improved. 

project is 
aoti~ities. 

Energy Eflclency Strategy to Mitigate Greenhouse Gas Em&sions ' 20 
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receiving the reviewers comments, the section of the proposal dealing with 

has been rewritten to reflect a strengthened emphasis on metering, tariffs and 
of a consumption-based billing .system. In addition, a separate element has 

subproject 5 dealing with district heating renovation to place greater 
of providing technical assistance to remove this barrier. 
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INCLUDING INCREMENTAL COST SUMMARY 

/uss ,m / 
COWNENT 

1. USING MUNICIPALlTIES TO 
DISSEMINATE ENERGY 
EFFICIENCY 

Total Funds Needed 

Requsted fmm GEF 

2 TRAINING AND EDUCATION 
Total Funds Needed 
Requested from GEF 

3. OVERCOMING FINANCIAL 
BAR- 

Total Funds Needed 
Requested fmm GEF 

4. ENERGY EFFICIENCY 
IMPROVEMENT OF ClTY 
~~ LIGFfllNG SYSTEMS 

Total Funds Needed 
Requested from GEF 

5. ENERGY EE'FICfENCY 
RENOVATION OF DISIRICI' 
HEATING &BEATING END-USE 

.. TotalalFtnrds Needed 

Requested horn GEF 

Staff 
costs 

940 

247 

198 

162 

225 

179 

141 

105 

186 

141 

Tnw 
costs 

45 

30 

241 

75 

82 

30 

30 
30 

30 
30 

Equipmen 
tcmb 

174 

93 

89 

27 

66 

16 

30 
14 

37 
16 

Tnvd 
COSb 

71 

43 

129 

63 

50 
30 

37 
37 

48 

48 

Drmons 
hat* 
caFts 

_ 
- 

. 
- 

- 
- 

955 
60 

m. 
60 

TO+AL 

1m 
*I3 

.m 

423 

255 

l;t33 
246 

. 

2535 
295 

T ~ B a n i U s  

to lmpkmcnbtion 

Gaps in municipal poli- 
cies and legislation; La& 
of capacity and institu- 
tional background ; In- 
Nfficiently developed . 
network 

Ladcoftrainedpersormel- 
L a d c o f - d -  

327- 
education about energy 

Limited experience with 
the application of market 
medranirms;Shortage of 
information and under- 
standing of potential 
for energy effiaency; lack 
of business knowledge 
High initial costs, bck of 
busings information, lack 
of financial med\anisms. 

LackofimFntives;lackof 
m t F M t F a f  
managemmtapaienoe 
inmarketconditions - 

w b  
m t a l  cds 

Positive 

Pasitive 

Positive 

Negative 
with initial 
information 
and demon- 
straticm cosk 

Negative 
with initial 
danan- 
stratianand 
trairringasts 

- 

R e p l i a t i o n / ~ t i o n  

Creation of a network of En- 
ergy Efficiency and Environ- 
ment Offices in 30 cities in the 
counby for dissemination of 
information 

Ruduction of rcplicable train- 
ingprogr;msdmanuaIs, 
exhibitions, confermces, semi- 
naxs workshops 

Production of repliable fi- 
nancing alternative packages 
and a guidebook; creating 
more inviting legislative and 
regulatory environmenr; 

m f 3  P r o w  

information s t n  tegy and for- 
mulation of financing schemes 
for replication 

Dkemination of p e e d  r+ 
sults; production of guides and 
t u t o r i a l s ; M ~ i n -  
troductionofsystcmof~ 
tivs toendusm 



Figures are in U S  OOOs 

Figures represmt budgetary totals for the entire 5-year period 

- 
COMH)NENf 

6. -0)TT OF EXEllNG 
BUILDINGS TO REDUCE 
ENERGY USE 

Total Funds Needed 

Requested from GEF 

7. PROJECT' MANAGEMENT 
Total Funds Needed 

Requested £ram GEF 

SUBIVI'AL 

MOrnRING 
SUPPORT COSTS 

(3% of GEF Contdmtion) 

TOTAL PROJECT BUDGET: 

TOTAL GEF REQUEST: 

: .. 
. 1 

I.. 

Shff  
Cgb 

187 

106 

373 

373 

2,250 

Trrining 
Gwts 

49 

30 

40 

40 

517 

Equip 
miin€ 
r h b  

137 

16 

145 

145 

678 

T m d  
CosG 

~9 

49 

95 

95 

509 

Demra 
mmii 
mrb 

1 3 7  

60 

- 
- 

4,496 

w- 
nwaalss 

Negatme 
with initial 
learning and 
demon- 
stration costs 

Positive 

- - - - - 
Replicrtim/DiarnuM - rlan 

D b m h t i o n  of a series of 
model scamples, guides and 
tutorials, a system of incen- 
tives to building managers and 
occupants 

Highly skilled staff to assess 
replication potential, to c e  
ordinate with other programs 
and projects, to raise funds, to 
createprwquisitesforpenna- 
nent activities far energy con- 

10TAL 
'axns 

*,n~, 
261 

653 

653 

8,450 
50 

75 

8,575 

2.575 

TnmadhtBurias . -.%. - . - -  
b ? ' .  - - -  

Insulficient e g ,  lack 
o f ~ h d c o f  
management qerkrm; 
bckof infonnatiunon the 
potential of energy con- 
sewation in buildings; 
lack of finanaal schemes 
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INDTGJTW3UDm - Conbiu6on GEF, BuT@ria and DEher Donors iind Ongoing Activities m 
n 

- -  - . - -- 

Component Task & 
I NEF 

1 

1. Using Muniapali ties to 413 642 
Disseminate Energy Effiaency 

.7. Program Management and 653 
Coordination 

8. Monitoring and Evaluation 50 

9. Support, Administrative 75 . 

I GRAND TOTAL- I 2 5 3  I ~ 0 1 1  1 ~,OUII 
the figure is indi~tive; preliminary dixusiort~ 
the f i b e  is indicative; applica ti& for IJHARE 1 

w. the figure is indicative; hpdimhqy negotiations 
ill be done; 
br retrofit of an industrial building are under way 



E N E R G Y H R ( 3 E N C Y D E M O ~ 1 1 O N  ZONE THE c n Y 0 F C A B R 0 M )  

INDICATIVE BUDGET - Contriiuticm GEF, Bulgaria and Other Donors 
/ U S  .000s / 

Component Task I GEF I Bulgarian I I Parallel Financing 

1. Using Muniapalities to Disseminate 
Enerw Effiaencv 

2 Training and Education 

3. Overcuming F d  Barriers 

I GRAND?DTAL 1 2,57!j 1 MI I ID 1 38-21 900 a07 
the fim is indicative; vdimhaw dhcu&m were- 

413 

4. Energy Efficiency Improvement of 
City Sheet Lighting Systems 

5. Energy Efficiency Renovation of 
District Heating L Heating End-Use 

6. Retrofit of Existing Building to 
Reduce Energy Use 

Sub-ToCaL 

7. Program Management and 
Coordination 

8. Monitoring and Evaluation 

9. Support, Adminishalive Costs 

Total 

327 

W 

- t h e f i f i g u r e i s i n d i e a t i v ~ b P p b t ~ ~ ~ d b e d a w ;  
." the figune is indiative; p~- negotiations for retrofit of am industrial building are under way. 

Host Part 

612 

246 

295 

261 

1,797 

653 

50 

75 

63 

10 

267 

158 

447 

533 

316 

2011 

NEF Other in- 
counh>r' 

USAID 

175 

200 

500 

300 

lPoo 

PHARE 

340 

42 

382 

300 

#)O 

7 

200" 

2(n 



I !  Annex I: Incremental Costs 

I 
1.  toad qevkloprnental Goals 

goal being pursued is the provision of energy services to the country 
to the UN FCCC, Bulgaria is interested in finding ways to ensure 

energy services with a reduction in greenhouse gas emissions. 
of Bulgaria to the Conference of Parties to the FCCC placed a 

the efficiency with which energy is utilized as a way to 
damaging the national standard of living. 

energy sector has adopted a traditional supply-side approach-- 
energy services available to the country through increasing 

of this project, some national and bilateral efforts to catalyze 
eficiency will be undertaken, but it will not be as systematic, 

as what is proposed under this project. EnEffect will 
and several bilateral donors will also provide small 

The money available through national energy taxes 
efficiency investments. 

each subproject is discussed below. 

Objective: 

objective being pursued is enhanced energy efficiency and the 
emissions. In the case of this project, there is a fertile ground 

which is not being pursued further because of the 
implementation of these energy efficiency activities. 

The followin sections summarize estimation of global benefits for specific energy 
efficiency de onstration subprojects. A few points require clarification in order to 
understand t ese calculations. In the case of the Bulgarian electricity system, virtually 
the entire ba e-load of the system is supplied by nuclear power plants. The peak load is 
provided ei er by hydro-electricity or thermal plants, depending upon the seasonal 
availability o the hydro. According to the Bulgarian energy commission and in 
accordance ith the first communication to the Conference of Parties, electricity 
conservation educes electricity derived from thermal sources. The GHG content of 

' i electricity sa ed, therefore, is taken as 0.00144 t C02lkWh. For primary energy sources, 

I 
I 
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5. GEF Alt rnatives, Inercmentnl Costs, ~nd'Globa1 Benefits: I 
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is designed to remove a number of specific bamers to 
and programmes. It is intended to implement a 

to increased the capacity of Bulgarian 
institutions to carry out technical and financial work on energy efficiency. 

demonstrations of cost-recovery 
street lighting, district heating 

Each project 
including a detailed incremental cost matrix for each 

- 
. 

A 

the ~ H G  
lignite. 

Sub~ioicot I!: Usine Munici~alities to Disseminate Enernv Efficiency 

li 
ccntent is taken as 3.1 t CO2It heavy fuel oil; 3.0 t CO2It diesel; and 0.6 t CO21t 

- Under the bbeline situation, there are several barriers to the widespread dissemination of 
energy e s c  ency techniques relevant to the Bulgaria's regional headquarters which arc 
mostly smal add medium sized cities. These baniers can be identified as inappropriate 
municipal p licies and legislation, no institutional capacity to manage energy at the local 
leve1,'and n existing networks for the dissemination of information about energy 
efficiency i ti4tives. i 

through developing a municipal network of 
based in the municipal administrations, first of Gabrovo and . 
salaries of these officers will be paid by the municipality, but 

for by the energy savings resulting from the activities 
Gabrovo will then be transferred throughout the 
with support from US-AID. The network will then 

respect to these activities. 

The total oodt of this project activity designed to remove these legal, institutional, and 
infomiation arriers is US$ 1,230,000 million. Of this total, US$413,000 is being f requested fr GEF. The rest of the funding for this activity will be from Bulgarian 
sou tc~s  and S-AID (Table 2). f 
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n .  

Ill 
there arc many potentially profitable energy efficiency investments in 

at the local level do not have the.experience of working on energy 
nor do they have received sufficient training to identify, evaluate, 

projects. The necessary material to train those local 
does not now exist in Bulgaria. Therefore, there is a barrier 

capacity to impIement energy conservation projects at 
materials to facilitate the implementation of these 

projects. 
\ 

this second subproject will address the training needs of the people at 
who will be involved in energy conservation programmes. The 

existing training needs, evaluate existing training materials 
and tailor these materials into a training package. This 
training in Gabrovo before being transferred for use in other 

this shortage of trained personnel and limited training material is 
GEF is being requested to pay US$255,000 of this total. The 
being provided by Bulgarian sources and US-AID parallel 

, . Dtorect j: Overcomine Financial Barriers 

was a state-operated monopolistic system where prices - 
level and municipalities and finns received 

costs. As a result, there is no tradition or experience of financing 
and no experience of market mechanisms. This barrier even 

about potential cost reductions available through energy 
Business information about energy conservation and information about 

estments are very limited. 

The pbrpose f this innovative component is to facilitate wider financing of energy b conservationi efforts. This will include the development of a financing alternatives 
package foc sed on identifying options for business and industry at the municipal level. i This inform ion about financing options will also be developed into training packages 1 which can b used in other contexts to inform interested business and municipal leaders 
about bption to finance energy efficiency. It will also address directly the legal, policy, t and institutio a1 needs for a more active financing of energy efficiency investments. P 

dertaking this subproject aimed at limited information and familiarity with 
Of this total, GEF is requested to provide US$255,000, and the 

F- by US-AID and Bulgarian sources (Table 2). 

I Energy Effrcleticy Strategy to Mltlgate Greenlrouse Gas Emlsslons 
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. . 

~ubdroiectl4: 'Enernv Eficiencv Im~rovement of City Street Liphtinp Systems 

relatively inefficient (and somewhat ineffective) street lighting is found 
of Bulgaria. In a market situation, the municipality would have the 

the more efficient lighting and timing systems found throughout 
Europe. To date, these systems have not been deployed, partly due to 

to finance these improvements, partly due to the limited 
these retrofits, and partly due to the fact that the 
of the municipality but of the electric utility. This 

and provide a model demonstration which 

The increm ntal costs for this subproject are summarized in Table 1-1. Under the 
baseline, O brovo would replace the old sodium and mercury vapor lamps as they fail. At 
present, the bulbs frequently do not get replaced. The costs for this path of action come I 
to ebbut US 395,300. The costs of replacing all street lamps, installing net telecontrol 
systems, an iristalling electronic control systems comes to US$995,000. At economic 
price levels f tfS$O.O52/kWh, there would be annual net savings to the municipality of 
apprdximat 1 ly US$377,780 per year compared to the baseline. Over a six-year project 
lifetitne an with a 10% discount rate, the incremental costs of the activity are negative, 4 estimated at US$(-)622,260. When compared to the baseline situation, this subproject 
will result i the reduction of C02  emissions by 10,462 tonnesfyear. Over the course of 
six years, th se emissions total 52,308 tonnes of C02. There will also be a reduction in 
sulfur emiss ons as an indirect result of this component, but no economic value is 
asdighed to id environmental benefit. F 
To overcomb the barriers to implementation, GEF is being asked to provide 
US$246,000. The additional funding will be obtained from Bulgarian sources, As part of . Subproject 1, financing modalities for the implementation of these street lighting retrofits 
will be deve 

$ . .  

oped for application in other cities. 

- .  
I": 
I 
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~ubbro iec t !~ :  Renovation of District Heatinp and End-Use System 

Under the aseline, the costs would entail the annual repair and reconstruction of the Heat 
Generating lant and the replacement of worn-out steam mains. The total costs of these 
activities o er the life of the project come to US$786,500. Under the project being i proposed, a number of measures wouId be undertaken simultaneously in the heat 
generation ystem, the transmission and distribution system, and the end-user system. 
The total p sent value of these interventions comes to US$2,234,000. The gross 
incrernenta costs of this intervention are therefore, US$1,447,500. Given the value of 
the pbtenti energy savings estimated at US$401,035 per year, the net incremental costs 
are ebtimat 1 d is being negative US$ (-)526,153. Compared to the baseline situation, there 
will be a re uction of C02 emissions by 1 1,355 tonnes/year through the implementation 
of this subp ojict, or nearly 50,000 tonnes over the lifetime of this project. In addition to f 
these' globa benefits, there will be additional benefits in the form of reduced s u l k  
emissions. ere is no economic value assigned to these additional benefits. b 

At present, 
and mainta 

GEF suppoh is requested for US$295,000 as the necessary component to carry out the 
teohnical as istance work to prepare for the actual investment. Additional funds will be 
obtained fro k Bulgarian sources and an EBRD credit. 

most of the district heating networks throughout Bulgaria are poorly operated 
ned because they rely upon outdated technology, the systems are heavily 

Energy Eflclency Strategy to Mitlgate Greenlrouse Gas Emissions 

subsidized, and the users have no incentives to conserve. They also make limited use of 
metering: ills are currently based upon the cubicmeters heated which is not an adequate 
measure co sumption. This subproject will make limited, but carefully identified 
interventio s in a district heating network in Gabrovo, to show how the system can be 
made more efficient, and more effective at a lower cost. It will also address issues 
relating to 1 etering, tariffs, and consumption-based billing. 
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TABLE 1.2 
. . . . . . . . . . , .  

Enagy Errcicng D e n t o e n  Zone - the CBy o/CobnrPo, Bulgaria 

BASELINE 
Annual repair and 
reconstruction of the Heat 
Generating Plant; 
Repair and replacement of 
existing steam mains which 
are obsolete and worn out. 

ALTERNATIYE 
INTERVENTION: 
1. Measures in Heat Generation: 

Steam boilers 1,ZJ and 4 m e  

up; 
Reconstruction of heating 
surfaces of steam generators 1 
and 2 (coal-fired); 
Reconstruction of the steam 
condensing yard. 

2. Measures in Heat 
Transportation. 

.. .Repair and replacement of 

Total Costs 

US $664,000 

US $122,500 

Total US $786,500 

US $1 10,000 

US $409,000 

US $22.000 

Subtoy: US S 541,000 

US $330,000 

Domestic Benefits 
(Services provided) 

Keeping the system working 
and satiswig the needs of the 
city; 
Preventing increase in losses; 
Keeping the fuel consumption 
at the current level. 

Increasing the production 
capacity of the system; 
Reduction of heat 
requirements by 4220 GcaYyr 
in Heat Generation; 7586 
W y r  in Heat Transport; 
4250 GcaVyr in Demand side. 
Value = US $40 1,03 Slyear 

Global Ben& 
(tansC@ equivalent) 

Keeping the Ievel of CO;! 
emissions at 0.614 tlGcal 
(1 00,400 t/year) 

Reduction of CO2 emissions by 
5596.9 tlyear compared to 
baseline situation 



are obsolete or worn o* 
Renovation of drehm 
~ p o i t a f i ~ t i  mai5ay 
using pinstalled pipes 

(1S-- 
3. -Distribution,Meamq 

Fitting gro:pmme control 
values at the substations; 
Development of heat tariff 
structure to use in 
consumption-based billing 
system; 
Installation of heat meters in 
new and existing sub-stations, 
a total of 180; 
Replacement of 014 worn out 
substations with new modern 
ones, eqipped with a heat 
meter and thermal control; 
Replacement of single-speed 
heavyduty pumps, which 
have been in operation for 8 
to12 years, with new 2- or 3- 
speed pumps, a total of 150. 

Subtotal US S1,030,000 

US $94.000 

Subtotal US $663,000 

I Total US $2,234,000 
I I 

GROSS INCREMENTAL COST I US $1,447,500 
MINUS VALUE ENERGY 
SAVINGS - NET 
INCREMENTAL COST 
(ahmativebaseline) 

US $1.973.653 
(US $526,153) 

Reduction of CO;! emissions by 
11,355 tiyear wmpared to the 
baseline situation. 



ofit of Existing Buildinas to Reduce Energy Use 

; standards and codes have been established for new construction and 
;s, Bulgarian building stock is relatively old and inefficient in energy 
there is a need to demonstrate the potential energy and econonlic 
ling retrofits. This element will provide technical assistance to 
:onomic potential of building retrofits using one hospital, one school, 
esidence, a d  one industrial building. 

11 cost table (Table I-3), the case of the hospital has been taken as 
LAID is supporting the hospital demonstration). The baseline costs 
~intaining the current system at adequate performance levels for a total 
100. The alternative will involve retrofitting the building for a total of 
rr 10 years (at 10% discount rate), the energy savings are estimated at 
1 per year. The gross incremental costs come to US$387,800 and the 
sts come to US$(-) 156,976. As energy prices continue to rise to world 
>fits to the building last longer than tex years, the economic effects of 
much greater than those analyzed in the proposal. When compared to 
,on, this subproject will result in a reduction of C02 emissions by 1743 
tiox ~enefits will involve a reduction of sulfur emissions and 
he comfort of building inhabitants. 

luested for US$261,000 which will cover technical assistance costs to 
. plans and to share the results with other cities. Additional support for 
:cted from BuIgarian sources, US-AID, PHARE, and possibly JICA. 

Energy E/Jlcclcncy Strategy to Mlflgate Greorhouse Gos Emlsslons 
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ANNEX 11 1 

Translation ilrom Bulgarian 

Republic of Bulgaria 
Ministry of Environment 

1000 Solia, 67, Gladslone slr.; Tel. 359 2 87 61 51 ; 359 2 80 04 25; Fax 359 2 52 16 34 

Mr, FABRIZIO OSSELLA 
Resident Representative 
of the UNDP 
Sofia 

I February 1, 1996 

1 Dear Mr. Ossella, 

The Ministry of Environment presents to your attention a Program proposal for GHG 

reduction through Energy Efficiency ("Energy Efficiency Demonstration Zone in the 

Clty of Gabrovo"). The program Is an element of the national program followlng the 

obligations of the Republic of Bulgaria according to the Framework Convention on 

Climate Change. It is defined as one of the priorities for colinancing with the Qlobal , 
Environment Facility. 

The Ministry of Environment Is a state body for elaboration and implementation of 

policy for environment conservation and environmentally friendly utilization of natural 

resources. It represents the Republic of Bulgaria in lnternational colaboration and co- 

ordinates the Republic's obligations on International conventions and agreements in 

the field of environment and global climate. 

The UN Framework Convention on Climate Change was signed by the President of 

the Republic of Bulgaria in 1992 in Rio de Janeiro and was ratified by the Bulgarian 

Parliament on March 16, 1995. A National communication has been elaborated 

according to article 12 of the Convention and it Is undergoing co-ordination. The 

official submittal to the Secretariat is forthcoming. At the same time speclfic programs 

I and projects are being developed aiming to contribute to the actual GHG reduction. 

Energy generation, industry and automobile transpod are the basic sources of 

emissions that pollute environment. This makes measures for their reduction 

extremely important. The measures wlll be implemented through speclfic projects for 

direct investments using economic Instruments for energy efficient production and 

consumption. The project "Demonstration zone for Energy Efficiency - Gabrovo" is 
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expecred lo contribute significanlly for lhe discovery of specific approaches for 

efficient energy consumplion and lo the respective restriction of .environment 

pollution. It plans to replicate Ihe results on nalional scale. The p;ojecl will be 

realized with the active parliciptition of the local authorities and public. I t  is in 

complete agreement wilh the priority trends of the ministry slralegy .for environment 

protection. That's why Ihe project has been supported by it from the very beginning. 

The project "Demonstration zone for Energy Efficiency - Gabrovo" has been 

supported by the Presidency, the Ministry of Foreign Alfairs, the Committee of 

Energy, the Ministry of Industry, the Ministry of Regional Development and 

Construction. I t  has been co-ordinated wilh programs of the European Unlon 

(PHARE, JOUL Ill Dave, etc.), programs of the USAIO, the Nethelaqd's program 

GREENEnergy, etc. On January 19, 1996 a national meeting was held In Sofia 

where a support of the government, of experrs and of the public was expressed. 

The proposal for GHG reduction through Energy Efficiency ("Energy Efflclency 

Demonstration Zone in the Clty of Gabrovo") has been elaborated according to the 

requlrements of the Global Envlronment Facility whlch Is a serious base to expect 

the approval of its managerial bodies. 

The proposal has been elaborated by the Bulgarian Foundation for Energy Efficiency 

in collaboration with the Ministry of Environment, the municipal authorfties In 

Gabrovo, institutions and companies on the territory of the municipalily that are 

concerned and Bulgarian and foreign experts. The Bulgarian Foundation for Energy 

Efficlency EnEffect is a non-governmental, not-for-profit organization that actlvely 

works In the field of energy conservation and environment protection. I t  has a wide 

network of local and international contacts. The Ministry of Environment has 

successfully organized several joint events with the foundation. Having in mind the 

engagements of EnEffect with the proposal preparation, its close contacts with the 

Gabrovo municipality administration and experts and the international relatlons, we 

would like to recommend you the Bulgarian Foundation for Energy Efflclency as a 

local executing agency for the prolect. 

Mr. Ossetla, would you please accept the materials for the Program proposal for 

GHQ reduction through Energy Efficiency ("Energy Efficiency Demonstration Zone in 

the Clty of Gabrovo") for submittal to the UNOP Headquarters in New York and to 

assist in their presentation to the Technical and Political Committees of Ihe Global 

Environment Facility secretariat. We hope that our desire lo participate in world 
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programs lor prevention of global climate change and preservation of planel's life will 

be estimated and our efforts will meet the corresponding support. 

I hope lo be kept informed about the procedure lor Lhe project proposal submittal. 

Sincerely 

Minlster 
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earnno e, qe TOG q e  ce ocbyecran c aKTHaHoro YqacTMe ~a MecTnala BIIaC1.H 
0 6 ~ e c r e e ~ o c ~ .  f l p o e ~ ~ b r  e e nbnno CboTBeTcTewe c npwoPnrernnTe Hanpaeneuun Ha 
ctpareruRTa 3a onajeane Ha oKonHara cpena, cnenaana or Mwn~crepc~eo~o, nopanu 
Koero e nonKpeneH OT Hero owe B HaqanHm elan Ha Herooara nuw~ UIUUK~.  

n p o e ~ r b ~  3a Ae~oticrpaqno~na soHa sa enepr~hna e@enrne~oc~ B rpaa 
fa6poeo nMa nonKponaTa Ha flpe3~~enrcraor0, Ha M ~ ~ ~ c r e p c r e o r o  Ha BbHUlHHTe 
p a 6 o r ~ ,  K O M M T ~ T ~  no eHepreTnKa, MM~nc~epc~eoro Ha npoMMuJneHocTTa, 
M n n ~ c ~ e p c ~ e o ~ o  Ha TepnropManHoro p a s e ~ r ~ e  n crponTencreoro, n p o e ~ ~ b r  e 
KoopRHHnpan c nporpaMnTe Ha E e p o n e f i c ~ ~ ~  cams (Q>AP, AMYfl II, CEQB u LIP.), Ha 
A ~ e p ~ ~ a ~ c f l a ~ a  areHuMR aa MewyHapoAvo p a 3 e ~ ~ ~ e ,  Ha RnoHcKara areHqw 
A W ~ K A ,  c xonaHAcKaTa nporpaMa rPMMHE~epflxu u ~ p .  Ha 19 RHyapM 1996 r. 6 
CO$HR ce npoBege HauMoHanHo cbeeuanvle, Ha KoeTo 6e ~ a p a 3 e ~ a  npaeMrencrsena, 
eKcnepTHa M 06qecree~a noAKpena Ha npoeKTa. 

t l p e ~ \ n o x e ~ u e ~ o  sa nporpa~a sa HaManmatie Ha eMwcHure Ha napHuKoeH 
rasoee rpea e ~ e p r ~ l ; r ~ a  e @ e ~ ~ ~ e ~ o c t  ( ~ e ~ o ~ c ~ p a ~ u o ~ ~ a  a o ~ a  3a e ~ e p r ~ f l ~ a  
~ $ ~ K T ~ ~ B H O C T  - rpaA fa6poeo) e pa3pa60~e~o 8 CbOTBeTCT8He C M ~ M C K B ~ H M R T ~  Ha 
r n o 6 a n ~ ~ ~  eKonorn.reH $OHA H HMa cepuos~w OcHoeaHHR Aa ce names Ha 
0 n o 6 p e ~ ~ e ~ o  Ha Heroeme ynpaenRaalqu opraw. 

l l p e ~ n o x e ~ ~ e ~ o  e paspabore~o OT 6bnrapc~aTa @ O H ~ ~ ~ H R  3a e ~ e p r ~ n ~ a  
~ ~ ~ K T U E H O C T  EHE$~KT B CbTpYAHHCleCTBO C MMHHCT~PCTBOTO Ha OKOnHaTa CPeAa, 
O ~ ~ J M H C K ~ T ~  aaMMHMCTpaUMR Ha rebpoeo, 3aMHTepeCOEaHHTe HHCTMfY4HH H $HPMH Ha 
tepwopmta Ha o 6 q ~ ~ a ~ a  M cbc ca~eCSc~enero Ha 6bnrapc~m H crywecrpanw 
eKcneprn. Ejbnrapc~a~a $OHR~~MR sa eHepr~qna ~Q~KTHBHOCT e tienpaewencreetia 
O ~ T ~ H U ~ ~ L ( M R  c HecTonaHcKa qen, KORTO aKTueHo pa6o~u e 06nacrra Ha 
eHeprocnecTReaHeTo M ona3ea~e~o Ha OKonHaTa cpena. TR OcbqecTBnBa ned~ocrra cn 
na ocHoeara Ha wpoua Mpexa OT B ~ T P ~ U H H  H MBXR~HBPOAHH KoHTaKTu. 
MM~~cTepcreo~o Ha oKonHaTa cpeAa ycnewno ocbwectenea CbeMecTnv MHM~H~THBH c 
e o ~ ~ a q ~ ~ r a .  Kato MMaMe npeAeMA aHramupaHocrra Ha EHE@KT c nogroToeKata Ha 
tlpeflnOXeHMeT0, TeCHMTe KOHTaKTH C aAMMHHCTPa~MRTa H BKCnePTHTB B 0 6 q ~ ~ a  
ra6poeo M c b a ~ a f l e ~ ~ r e  uexAyHapoAHM KoHTamn, BM npenopbveaMe 6bnrapc~ara 
@ O H ~ ~ ~ M R  3a e ~ e p r ~ f i ~ a  e @ e ~ ~ n e ~ o c ~  na usnbnHRea ponRra Ha Mecrna areHUuR 3a 

1 aAMHHMCTpMpaHe Ha flpOeKTa. 
I 

r - ~  Ocena, MOnR Aa npMeMeTe MarepManme no npeqnoxeHMero 3a l l po rpa~a  
3a HaManReaHe Ha eMncwTe Ha napHHKoeM rajoee qpe3 e ~ e p r ~ I ; ( ~ a  ~ @ ~ K T W B H O C T  
( n e ~ o ~ c ~ p a q ~ o ~ ~ a  aoHa sa e ~ e p m f i ~ a  ~ @ ~ K T M ~ H O C T  - rpad ra6poao) VI na rd BHeceTe 
3a pa3rnexqa~e e r n a e ~ a ~ a  Keaptnpa Ha OOH e HK) PIOPK, KaKto H qa c b ~ e i c ~ e a ~ e  3a 
npeACTaeRHeT0 M M  B T~XHHV~CKMR M ~ O ~ ~ M T M C ~ ~ C K M R  KOMMTBT Ha r n o 6 a n ~ ~ ~  
eKonorweH $OHA. H a ~ ~ c i a ~ e  ce, qe HaueTo xenaHMe Aa yqacTeaMe B C ~ ~ T O B H M T ~  
nporpaMu aa flpt3flOTBpaTRBaHe Ha npoMeHnTe B KnMMaTa H onasaa~e xueora Ha 
nnaHeTaTa we 6 b g a ~  oqeHenB no ~ o c t o f i ~ c ~ e o  M Hauwe ycHnnn we nonyc(aT 
C ~ O T B ~ T H ~ T ~  , . flofl~pefla. 
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P e n y 6 n ~ ~ a  6 b n r a p ~ ~  

MMHMCTEPCTBO HA OKOnHATA CPEAA 
1000 COQMR, yn. fna~cron 67, $ a ~ c  359 2 / 80-04-25. 52- 16-34. Ten. 87-61-51 

Y e a x a e ~ ~  r-H Ocena, 

M ~ n ~ c ~ e p c r e o r o  Ha oKonHara cpeAa Bu npeActaen Rpemoxe~ue 3a n p o t p a ~ a  
3a n a ~ a n ~ e a ~ e  Ha eMHcHwTe HB napHuKoeM ra3oee qpe3 enepmfi~a ~$~KTHBHOCT 
( ~ ~ M O H C T ~ ~ L I M O H H ~  3ona 3a enepmfl~a e@e~.rue~oct  - rpan ra6poso). f lporpa~ara e 
eneuenr OT HaqwoHanHaTa nporpaMa aa ~ s n b n n e ~ ~ e  Ha 3 a ~ b n x e n u ~ ~ a  Ha P e n y d n ~ ~ a  
6bnfapH~, nPOH3TMYaU#l OT P ~ M K O B ~ T ~  KOHBeHl#lR Ha OOH no H3MeHeHHe Ha KnHMaTB 
H e onpeReneHa Karo eAHn or npMopwrerwe 3a cbeuecrno $ut+a~cupane c rn06an~H~t 
eKonorHIten   OH^ (GEF). 

MH~Hc~epc~eo to  Ha oKonnata cpeffa e Bbpxasen opraH 3a pa3pa6orsa~e u 
npoaew<ClaHe Ha nonmTuKa no onaseane Ha oKonHata cpena H e~onorocbo6pasno 
~snon3eane Ha npMpoRnMre pecypcM, To npegcTaanftaa Pefly6nH~a Sbnrap~n B 
M0~yHapO~HOTb CbTpyfiHMcleCTBO M KOOPffUHMPa M3nbnHeHWTO Ha 3aRbnXeHklRTa HH 
no Mew<ClyHapofiHwTe KOHB~HUHU H c f l o r 0 ~ 6 ~  B O ~ ~ ~ C T T B  Ha ona38a~eto Ha OKonHata 
cpeRa u KnuMara Ha nnaHerata. 

P a ~ l t o e a ~ a  KoHeenqun Ha OOH no MsMenetiwe na KnMMara 69 noqnHcaHa o t  
npe3ugen~a Ha P e n y 6 n ~ ~ a  6 b n r a p ~ ~  npe3 1992 r, B PHO ~e ManeApo M parH+u~upa~a 
or n a p n a ~ e ~ r a  Ha 16 Mapt 1995 r. Paspa6o~en e u e e npoqec Ha cbrnacysane 
HaqHoHann~n~ flOKflaR, H3HCKBaH no 'in. 12 Ha K O H B ~ H ~ H R T ~ .  ~ ~ P B ~ ~ C T O H  HBTOBOTO 
o $ ~ q ~ a n ~ o  eHacRHe e Ce~pe~apwara. Cbqeepe~enno ce pa3pa6o~aat K O H K ~ ~ W H  

. 
nporpaw H npoeKrM, KOMTO q e  AonpwecaT 3a peanHo HaManmane Ha eMHcHHre Ha 
napHMKoeu rasoee. 

E H ~ ~ ~ O ~ ~ O U ~ ~ O ~ ~ C T B O T O ,  npoMHuneHocrra rc a e t o ~ o 6 u n ~ ~ n r  TpaHcnopr ca 
OCHOBHM M3TOC(HMqM Ha eMMCHI.1 Ha BeueCTBa, OKa3BaU&l BPBAHO B ~ ~ ~ ~ A C T B H B  BbPXY 
oKonHara cpeAa, nopaRH Koero oco6e~o eaxHo suaveHMe UMar Meprcwre, HacocleHH 
KbM HaManRBaHe Ha 3aMbPCRBaHeTO Ha Bb3AyXa OT Te3H H3TOWiHqH. Te3I.1 MBPKU 
CneRBa Aa Ce OCblqeCTBRBaT 'ipe3 H3flbnHeHMe Ha KOHKPeTHI.1 IlpOeKTH 3a np0KH 
HHBeCTHqMM kl nPMnaTaHB Ha HKOHOMblcleCKH HHCTPYMeHTH 38 nOBHUlaBaH8 Ha 
e ~ e p r ~ h a ~ a  ~ $ ~ K T M B H O C T  Ha npou3eogc~eoro w norpe6nenuero. f lpoe~rar  3a 
f l e ~ o ~ c ~ p a q ~ o ~ ~ a  aona 3a e ~ e p r ~ A ~ a  e @ e ~ r ~ e ~ o c r  - rpaA ra6poao we m a  eaxen 
npHHOC 3a HaMMpaHe H fleMOHCTpHpaH9 Ha KOHKPeTHH flOCU(OflH 38 ~08UUlRBBH8 ,Ha 
~ $ ~ K T M B H O C T T ~  Ha e~epronorpe6ne~~eto M cboTeerno orpaHnqaeane Ha 
aaMbpcneaneTo Ha oKonnaTa cpena c B ~ ~ M O X H O C T M T ~  M nporpaMara CH sa 
MHoroupa~~o yMnoxaeaHe Ha nocTurnaruTe ~ + ~ K T H  e HauuoHaneH ~ a ~ a 6 . O c o 6 e n o  
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FROM-U.  N. /GEF 
< 

May 23, 11996 

Thank you for giving me the opportunity to review the Bulgaria 
gnergy effi iency project proposal. The proposal seems to have been 
well though through and deserves to be supported. I have noted the i few areas here the proposal could be strengthened, but these : are 
small imps vements, which do not change the basic thrust .and 
rationale f r GEF support of the proposal. 

1f youl have any questions or comments, please do not hesitate 
'to contact be.  

Sincere1 y, 

Jayant 'Sath 
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REV1 EW 
BULGARIA: ENERGY EFFICIENCY STRATEGY TO 

MITIGATE GREENHOUSE CAS EMISSIONS 

is clearly relevant to the global warming area of 
the efficiency of energy supply and use in 

the technical capacity of municipal 
and financing opportunities 

will be also be used for 
street lighting, district 

Implementation of the 
from reduced fossil 

stated and the specific 
objective is to improve 
This will be achieved 
governments for energy 

opportunities and 
heating, street 

energy use. These objectives are worth 
central planners had neglected improving 

pbtential for 
documents the 

many be overcome 
this project. 

3. APPROPRI TENESS OF THE PROJECT APPROACH I 
oject approach takes into consideration stake-holder 
is not centrally driven. Thus it has t h e  potential to 
better and faster with broad acceptance among $11 

One barrier that the project needs to address 
t h e  lack of metering at the customer level. Most 

gas and steam/hot water from district 
at the point of delivery. This is a major 

energy use. The. project notes this 
approaches to overcoming it. It is 

ways to address this issue. 

noted in the proposal are appropriate for the 
proposed project. Please see the approach 

activities should be created to address the 
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stoner-level metering and pricing of energy. 

is for Bulgaria so no other countries are 
demonstration of the concept in Bulgaria would 

the innovative approaches to most Fonner 
European countries. 

6. OMISSION IN BACKGROUND DISCUSSIONS 
h, 

The b ckground section is well documented. One issue that 
requires so e clarification is the type of fuel that is used !for 
peak pdwer eneration. The proposal notes that it is a mix of hydro 
and fossil uel. The background section should include information 
on the t es of fuels used, and the fraction of peak-pdwer 
generation hat is fossil-fuel based in a typical year. i 

A sec nd topic has to do with the economic value of 
electricity 1 which is noted, elsewhere in the proposal, to be US 
$O.O52/kWh. Since the avoided electricity is on-peak, it is 
necessary t use the on-peak marginal cost of generation. Most 
likely this will be higher than the presumably average value noted 

F above, whic should lead to higher economic savings than estimated 
in the prop sal. i 

The p posal uses a surprisingly low value for the carbon 
content of lignite. An explanation of this low value would.be 
useful. t 

makes note of many institutions which will either 
funding or will play a role in project 

the proposed institutions seem appropriate to 

baseline 

project, a more thorough evaluation should be done at 
the document stage. Also, letters of support for the 

unding should be required prior to project 

0 .  FUNDING I 
osal calls for $8.575 million total funding. GEF share 
be $2.575 million with baseline funding provided, by 
government, US AID and PHARE. It is difficult to 
GEF share of the project funding without seeing the 

/ -  of why GEF funds, rather than government 
proposal needs to provide this information 
share of GEF funds. 
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  he in remental cost estimates show negative costs for each of 
three demon tration projects. A better approach to the estimation 
would have een to distinguish between fuel savings and capadity 
deferment j rought about by the energy efficiency project. The 
results, I believe, would still show negative costs for each 
project, a1 hough the savings amounts would be different. 

9. 

incorporates several innovative features. 
for three programs that are clearly 

implemented in Bulgaria. In addition, 
evaluating and implementing innovative 
energy efficiency in the country. 

. , 

4 
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I 

I 
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